
How to pair products to We-Connect 
We-Connect is the app that brings couples together™.  Play together, even when you’re apart. We-Connect lets you 
connect and control your We-Vibe products via the app, whether you’re in the same room or on di�erent continents. 

We-Connect is great for long distance couples, tech-savvy consumers and partners looking for something new and 
exciting to try. 

Wand

Melt

Pair Wand with your smartphone. Hold down Wand’s power button for 5 seconds. The LED will start flashing. You can then begin the pairing 
process within the We-Connect app. 

Pair Melt with your smartphone. Hold down Melt’s + button for 5 seconds. You can then begin the pairing process within the We-Connect app. 

Users may need to remove Melt from the Bluetooth settings on their phone. Once removed from the Bluetooth list, reset Melt by pressing and 
holding the + button for 10-15 seconds. Once reset, you can pair Melt to the We-Connect app by clicking on “Connect toy” within the app. 

Chorus
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Pair Chorus to remote  
1. Press and hold the control button on Chorus for 10 seconds (Chorus will pulse twice — continue holding the button until the light flashes 3 

times).
2. Press and hold the “+” button on the remote until Chorus pairs to the remote (Chorus will pulse 3 times once paired).   
3. Press any button on the remote except for the function button (top button with the wave) to feel Chorus respond. If Chorus responds, the 

remote is successfully paired to Chorus. 

Pair Chorus to We-Connect:  
1. Press and hold the control button on Chorus for 5 seconds (until it pulses twice).  
2. You can then begin the pairing process within the We-Connect app.

You cannot pair Chorus to the We-Connect app without the Squeeze Remote. Chorus uses AnkorLink™ technology to create a stable 
connection between Chorus and the app, and the Squeeze Remote is the anchor between this connection. Make sure you keep the 
Squeeze Remote close by when using We-Connect.

Please note that you must �rst pair Chorus to the Squeeze Remote before connecting to the We-Connect app. 
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Moxie

 To change one or both of the trusted controllers, reset Moxie: 
1. Hold Moxie’s control button down for 10 seconds — if Moxie is  on, the LED will flash at the 5-second mark and then flash quickly 
   once you’ve reached 10 seconds. 
2. Remove Moxie from your Bluetooth device list on your phone. 
3. Pair Moxie with the new controller (phone or remote). 

Please note that there are two versions of Moxie: 
Moxie Blue with New Firmware 0x22 (all other serial numbers)  
This Moxie implements pairing mode. To pair Moxie to We-Connect, Press and hold the control button for 5 seconds. The LED will start 
flashing when Moxie is in pairing mode. 
Moxie Blue with Old Firmware 0x16: Serial No (50000000 - 50111498)  
This version implements whitelist. Users may need to remove Moxie from the Bluetooth settings on their phone. Once removed from the 
Bluetooth list, reset Moxie by pressing and holding the control button for 10 seconds until the LED flashes rapidly 3 times. Once reset, you can 
proceed to pair Moxie to the We-Connect app by clicking on “Connect toy” within the app. 

Moxie Blue with New Firmware 0x22 (all other serial numbers)  
This version implements pairing mode. To pair Moxie to We-Connect, Press and hold the control button for 5 seconds. The LED will start flashing 
when Moxie is in pairing mode. 

If you are trying to pair Moxie to your smartphone with the We-Connect app and are unsuccessful, Moxie may already be paired to your remote. 
Try unpairing Moxie from your remote �rst and then pair it to your smartphone. To unpair your remote, hold down any button for 5 seconds.
The LED on the remote will flash and then go o� once the 5 second mark has been reached. 

Advanced security with Bluetooth bonding 
Bluetooth bonding provides advanced security that prevents other signals from disrupting your wireless connection. This means that Moxie pairs 
with and trusts only two controllers (phones and/or remotes). Moxie will recognize and trust two controllers but only connects and pairs with one 
controller at a time. 

Verge

Bloom

Pair Verge with your smartphone. Hold down Verge’s control button for 5 seconds (until Verge pulses twice). You can then begin the pairing 
process within the We-Connect app. 

Pair Bloom with your smartphone. Hold down Bloom’s control button for 5 seconds (until Bloom pulses twice). You can then begin the pairing 
process within the We-Connect app.  
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Jive

Nova 2

Rave

Pair Jive with your smartphone. Hold down Jive’s control button for 5 seconds (until Jive pulses twice). You can then begin the pairing process 
within the We-Connect app. 

Pair Nova 2 with your smartphone. Hold down Nova’s toggle button for 5 seconds. The LED will start flashing. You can then begin the pairing 
process within the We-Connect app. 

Pair Rave with your smartphone. Hold down Rave’s power button for 5 seconds (until Rave pulses twice). You can then begin the pairing process 
within the We-Connect app. 

Pivot Pair Ditto with your smartphone. Hold down Ditto’s control button for 5 seconds (until Ditto pulses twice). You can then begin the pairing process 
within the We-Connect app. 



Ditto Pair Ditto with your smartphone. Hold down Ditto’s control button for 5 seconds (until Ditto pulses twice). You can then begin the pairing process 
within the We-Connect app. 

Bond Pair Bond with your smartphone. Press and hold the We-Vibe button for 5 seconds (until Bond pulses twice). You can then begin the pairing 
process within the We-Connect app. 

To change one or both of the trusted controllers, reset Vector: 
1. Hold Vector’s control button down for 10 seconds — if Vector is on, the LED will flash at the 5-second mark and then flash quickly once you’ve 

reached 10 seconds. 
2. Remove Vector from your Bluetooth device list on your phone. 
3. Pair Vector with the new controller (phone or remote). 

Vector Pair Vector with your smartphone. Hold down Vector’s control button for 5 seconds. You can then begin the pairing process within the 
We-Connect app. 

Users may need to remove Vector from the Bluetooth settings on their phone. Once removed from the Bluetooth list, reset Vector by pressing 
and holding the + button for 10-15 seconds. Once reset, you can pair Vector to the We-Connect app by clicking on “Connect toy” within the 
app. 

Advanced security with Bluetooth bonding 
Bluetooth bonding provides advanced security that prevents other signals from disrupting your wireless connection. This means that Vector pairs 
with and trusts only two controllers (phones and/or remotes). Vector will recognize and trust two controllers but only connects and pairs with one 
controller at a time.. 
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